
• Which music stores co-operate with HOFA Digital?
All leading music stores such as iTunes, musicload, amazon.com, napster, etc., mobile operators and other stores 
e.g. fairplayshop.com.

• What does it cost?
Per album we charge a one time fee of 83,30 € for digital, for classical digital 101,15 € and for i-Tunes of 41,65 € 
for an unlimited time. To learn more about our current special conditions please visit the productcatalog.
A cancellation fee of 53,55€ will be charged on termination.

• What is the disbursement, how is the settlement?
Normally 75% of the sales revenue will be paid out monthly. Some portals however, can have a longer calculation 
mode. These revenues will be settled in the following month.

• Is it possible to determine the sale price?
A desired selling price may be indicated. If it is possible, we will bring this into approach. Yet, many stores have 
a fi rm price, so we cannot guarantee the desired sale price.

• What rights should be assigned?
We only need the digital distribution for the tracks. All other rights such as copyright, publishing rights and so on 
are not affected. You are not bound by contract, therefor it is possible to list your music on other portals excluding 
those already sampled by us.

• Is an EAN-Code / ISRC code needed?
For the digital setting we need both the EAN-code and the ISRC-codes. Should you not have one of these codes 
available we can provide you with one. The EAN-Code will be provided free of charge. Please visit the 
productcatalog in order to view the prices for the ISRC codes.

• Copyright specifi cations / Gema
If you adjust licensed songs for download, your payout will be reduced by the licence fee, raised by the indi-
vidual portals in approach. The GEMA fees are deducted directly from the individual portals and can vary by 
country as well.

• What is a release Date?
The release date is the publication date of your CD or of the product. A release date for a CD is often given, e.g. 
10.05.2013 although, the digital release can take up to four weeks. It should also be considered that the CDs 
release, in different stores, can take up to four weeks.

• Can multiple albums be listed?
This is of course possible. Regarding the current prices herefor we ask you to contact us.

• Is a CD production required in order to take advantage of the HOFA digital distribution?
A CD of the album should be produced or will be produced in the near future.
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• Is it necessary to produce a s CD to get the digital distribution at HOFA?
No. It is not necessary to produce a CD in order to get a digital distribution.

• Is a label necessary in order to distribute your music digitally?
No, to publish your music with us, neither a label or a publisher is needed. Only the rights must be secured.

• What if a label wants to have my song? 
Songs are for free licensing to third parties. We only own the digital distribution right. The contract may be 
terminated at any time. In this case please contact us directly.

• Must I be a member of the Gema?
No, you can still sell your songs without being a member of the Gema.

• Does it affect my CD when it is already available in stores?
You can still offer the songs digitally if your CD has already bin released, provided that all the digital distribution 
rights are still with you.

• Is it guaranteed that my music on e.g. iTunes will be released?
No, we cannot guarantee that the music will be released. The customer, e.g. i-Tunes, decides for themselves 
what they want to list.

• What is it like with audio samples?
Also samples can be listed. However, they should not exceed a length of 30 seconds. 
We also need the starting time and the lenght of the audio sample (30 sec. max / itunes 1 min 30 sec)
For example: 
Ex.: The audio sample should start at 1 minute: indicate starting time 60.
Ex.: The audio sample should start at  2 minutes 36 seconds: indicate starting time 156.

• What does HOFA Digital need to list the fi les?
You can send us your songs together with a digital photo and a link on a CD. For the track list you will receive an 
Excel template. Please use our template only. The format of the song fi les should be WAV or AIF data. If the be-
ginning of the text/songtitles are written with capital letters then please make sure that this is written correctly in 
the excellist. For the cover we need a JPG fi le (2000x2000 pixels). For audio sounds, we will need the information 
on where it should begin and where it should end (see above).

• Where and how can I check my download sales?
You can check your download sales online at anytime.

•    How can I register myself?
If you would like to be able to check your account 24/7 then please register for a username. If you would like to 
register please go to www.hofa-shop.de. If you are a new customer you will need to set up a new username. In 
order to do this please go to your customer service under new registration.
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If you select the genre of classical music, please note the following for the title tracks:

standardized classical format:
Title of the work, key, catalog number: record number. set pace

This information must be available in each track in order to ensure that the portals accept the tracks immediately and the 
digital setting can be quickly completed.

Please also consider the spelling of the composers, orchestras and conductors:
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